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The 15 second introduction:
• Hi, I’m Nicole Kohler 

• Growth marketing for 
Jetpack; previously 
content & email for 
WooCommerce 

• From Manchester, PA 

• I love Pokemon, sushi, 
writing, and my dogs 
(that’s Curie!)



Today’s talk will cover:
• Very briefly, what Jetpack is 

• Three of Jetpack’s best features for 
enhancing and promoting your content 

• And finally, some extra tips for using 
Jetpack to make your content shine



Jetpack 101



Jetpack is:
• A WordPress toolkit that helps you 

design, grow, and protect your site 

• Meant to help you reduce the number 
of plugins/services you need 

• Free to use; additional features are 
available with one of three paid plans



All of the features I’ll be 
covering are free.



We’re going to look at:
1. Getting your content in front of more 

readers with automated social shares 

2. Keeping visitors reading for longer by 
showing related content 

3. Boosting long-term engagement with 
effortless content subscription options



Let’s get started!



Content  
Promotion



Promoting your content:
• Jetpack’s Publicize feature lets you 

automate social media shares of newly 
published posts and pages 

• Automated sharing saves you time and gets 
new content in front of followers ASAP 

• Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Google+ 
are among the social networks supported



Customize the message that appears when your new post or 
page is shared on (ex. on Twitter)



Add new services and toggle them on and off per piece



Allow your readers to share your content, too!



Related 
Reading



Related reading:
• Jetpack automatically displays relevant 

content at the bottom of each post, so visitors 
stay on your site longer 

• The content shown is yours — typically posts 
in the same category, with the same tag… 

• The WordPress.com servers do the “math” 
for these posts, so there’s no slowdown for you

http://WordPress.com


Here’s how related posts look on the Jetpack blog



I also use them in my speaking portfolio!



The longer you can keep someone on 
your site, the more likely they are to 
trust you. 

With that trust, you can boost 
subscriptions, sell more products or 
services, or just get more comments!



Easy 
Subscriptions



Content subscriptions:
• Jetpack allows WordPress.com account 

holders to subscribe to your content in 
just a few clicks 

• Subscribers can read your newest pieces in 
their inbox or the Reader 

• Subscriptions increase loyalty and 
engagement, plus keep your traffic up

http://WordPress.com


Ask visitors to subscribe from any widgetized area



A sample subscription email



Like related content, building 
subscriptions can build trust in you. 

This is also an easy way to “test the 
waters” for more advanced 
subscriptions (ex. paid programs, 
segments with MailChimp).



A few 
extra tips



Extra sidebar widgets:

MailChimp subscription popup
Local contact info



More sidebar widgets:

A (text only) list of your site’s 
top posts and pages

You can also display recent posts 
from ANY site — not just your own!



Encourage social follows:

If your site has a Facebook 
Page, you can display its info

You can also add social media  
icons for your other pages to  
any widgetized area — just  
enter your username and we’ll 
take care of the rest :)



Don’t forget about stats!
Try to get into the 
habit of regularly 
checking Jetpack’s Site 
Stats for info on your 
top content — it’ll give 
you insight into what 
you should write more 
(or less) of, which 
items you might want 
to promote again, and 
what people are 
looking for



Summing it all up:
• Jetpack helps you design, grow, and protect 

your site and its content 

• Jetpack’s free features can help you share 
new content automatically, keep readers 
on your site, and boost subscriptions 

• Consider trying other features like widgets 
and social icons based on your own needs



To learn more about these features: 

jetpack.com

http://jetpack.com


Thanks for attending!

follow me on Twitter:
@nicoleckohler

get the slides now: 
nicoleckohler.com/speaking

http://nicoleckohler.com/speaking

